We welcome to our home, flores del camino a traditional maragato house situated
in the beautiful village of Castrillo de los Polvazares along the Camino to Santiago.
We offer courses inspired by the treasures of our region and the beauty of pilgrimage.

GOLDEN FLOWER

a marriage of geometry and light

16 - 22 april 2017

The sacred geometry and gilding of a Leon trefoil.
This course will provide a short introduction to the form and language of
gothic tracery and explore the manifest, hidden and symbolic geometry of the
rose window. Using a design from Leon cathedral, participants will learn the
technique of gilding on raised gesso and painting with shell gold. Gold has been
used in many traditions to depict the Sacred and things that are precious. Gold
has been compared to the fiery sun as it dazzles and catches light. As well as
experiencing the beauty of its colour, the way the metal behaves allows us to
experience its special quality.

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7

Arrival/evening welcome.
Visit to Leon cathedral/ introduction to geometry of gothic tracery.
Geometry of Leon trefoil/preparing gesso for gilding.
Gilding.
Gilding.
Gilding.
Gilding/painting.

930am- 5pm
Course price plus trip 350€
Accommodation ranges from 20-60€ per night. Please see accommodation.
Breakfast and Lunch are 8€. We provide the evening meal on the first day of arrival. We encourage
participants to cook evening meals together in the communal kitchen for the rest of the week.
There is also the option of eating out.

For accommodation prices and more information please see

www.floresdelcamino.com

We welcome to our home, flores del camino a traditional maragato house situated
in the beautiful village of Castrillo de los Polvazares along the Camino to Santiago.
We offer courses inspired by the treasures of our region and the beauty of pilgrimage.

THE ROSE WINDOW

7-13 may 2017
1 week

Pilgrims rejoice as they are surrounded by the beauty of nature. As well as
the beauty of natural flowers there is also the beauty of the flowers of the
churches and cathedrals.
Focusing on the rose windows found along the Camino Francés we will study
how geometry can be used to construct the various forms and language of the
pre-romanesque and gothic rose windows. By working our way from trefoils,
quatrefoils to constructing rose windows we will expereince the manifest,
hidden and symbolic geometry.
Participants will also be preparing tea stained paper and leave with a mounted
and framed geometric construction of a rose. There will be a visit to León
cathedral and the pre-romanesque church of san Miguel de la Escalada which
will aid our explorations into the sacred geometry of the rose.

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7

Arrival/ evening welcome.
Introduction to sacred geometry. Trefoils, quatrefoils.
Visits to León cathedral and San Miguel de la Escalada . Tea staining.
Exploring the geometry of roses from visit.
Constructing a rose.
Constructing a rose.
Constructing a rose.

930am- 5pm
Course price including trip and materials 320€
Accommodation ranges from 20-60€ per night. Please see accommodation.
Breakfast and Lunch are 8€. We provide the evening meal on the first day of arrival. We encourage
participants to cook evening meals together in the communal kitchen for the rest of the week.
There is also the option of eating out.

For accommodation prices and more information please see

www.floresdelcamino.com

We welcome to our home, flores del camino a traditional maragato house situated
in the beautiful village of Castrillo de los Polvazares along the Camino to Santiago.
We offer courses inspired by the treasures of our region and the beauty of pilgrimage.

STAINED GLASS
a field of stars

21 - 27 may 2017

Leon cathedral – the white lady – has inspired and moved pilgrims for centuries.
She is the nucleus of the old town and we can catch glimpses of her from afar
as we enter the city. The cathedral is unique in that it is pretty much uniform
in style and has an exceptional body of stained glass, some of it dating back to
the 13th century.
She is quite literally a jewel. The light pours through the glass, glistens and
shines, colors catch fire, sometimes strongly, sometimes softly. It’s Beauty is
timeless, and today the cathedral still aids the contemporary pilgrim in a moment of quiet reflection, meditation and contemplation.
Taking inspiration from Leon cathedral and the pilgrimage, participants will
learn about traditional techniques to create a small glass panel. The course
includes a trip to Leon cathedral. We provide all materials including a wooden
box to take the glass back home. No prior experience of making stained glass
is needed.
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7

Arrival/evening welcome.
Taking a look at the white lady. cartoon/ glass cutting/painting.
Painting. Visit to Leon cathedral.
Glass cutting / leading.
Leading.
Leading.
Leading/soldering.

930am- 5pm
Course price plus trip 320€
Accommodation ranges from 20-60€ per night. Please see accommodation.
Breakfast and Lunch are 8€. We provide the evening meal on the first day of arrival. We encourage
participants to cook evening meals together in the communal kitchen for the rest of the week.
There is also the option of eating out.

For accommodation prices and more information please see

www.floresdelcamino.com

We welcome to our home, flores del camino a traditional maragato house situated
in the beautiful village of Castrillo de los Polvazares along the Camino to Santiago.
We offer courses inspired by the treasures of our region and the beauty of pilgrimage.

THE ROSE WINDOW

A marriage of geometry and light

10 - 23 june 2017
2 weeks

Pilgrims rejoice as they are surrounded by the beauty of nature. As well as the
beauty of natural flowers there is also the beauty and wisdom of the flowers
of the churches and cathedrals.
Focusing on the rose windows found along the Camino Francés we will study
how geometry can be used to construct the various forms and language of the
pre-romanesque and Gothic rose windows. By working our way from trefoils,
quatrefoils to constructing rose windows we will explore the manifest, hidden
and symbolic geometry.
There will be a visit to León cathedral and the pre romanesque church of San
Miguel de la Escalada which will aid our explorations into the sacred geometry
of the rose. We will then make a small rose window based on our studies.
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
Day 9
Day 10
Day 11
Day 12
Day 13
Day 14

Arrival/ evening welcome.
Introduction to sacred geometry. Trefoils, quatrefoils.
Visits to León cathedral and San Miguel de la Escalada.
Exploring the geometry of roses from visit.
Constructing a rose.
Constructing a rose.
Constructing a rose.
Free.
Cartoon/ choosing colours/ glass cutting.
Glass cutting.
Leading.
Leading.
Leading. Soldering. Cementing.
Cementing. Visit to León cathedral.

9:30am- 5pm
Course price plus trip 600€

For accommodation prices and more information please see

www.floresdelcamino.com

